
ORBITER BOOMERANG

Triangular boomerang with flexible edges
Maximum precision - Easy catches
VAB003 (unit)
VAB003B ( x 24 pack / asst colors)

SPRINT RING 10’’

Ring with flexible edges - Records of distances
Maximum precision - Ø25cm
VAB001 (unit)

Beginning in the early 1970s, 
engineer Alan Adler became 
interested in improving the flying 
disc.

At first, he managed to streamline 
the shape of the disc, reducing the 
drag, and allowing it to fly further. 
But this made flight unstable.

Inspiration came from an unlikely 
source. Adler had read about the 
chakram—an ancient and formidable 
Punjabi weapon that was shaped in 
a ring.

This led Adler to make the Skyro, his 
first flying ring, which set a World 
Record. It was good for throwing far, 
but only worked well at one speed. 
Adler wasn’t quite satisfied.

In 1984, Alan Adler finally found the 
last piece of the puzzle. Adding a 
spoiler to his flying ring, the Aerobie 
was born. It could be thrown fast, 
slow, near or far. In short, Alan Adler 
had engineered fun itself.

Since 1984, we’ve never lost Mr. 
Alder’s innovative spirit. We’ve 
re-engineered the wheel countless 
times, so it flies further, so it flies in 
the dark, so it flies for dogs, so it 
flies back to you, etc. We use the 
same engineering and science that 
goes into building airplanes, except 
we actually engineer our stu� to be 
fun. So stretch your legs, grab a 
disc, and let your spirits soar.

 

MADURAI AQUA SHOES

Kid Sizes :
25 / 26 / 27 / 28 / 29 / 30 / 31 / 32 / 33 / 34
XS107
Men Sizes :
35 / 36 / 37 / 38 / 39 / 40 / 41 / 42 / 43 / 44 / 45
XS108

Aqua shoes / 100% neoprene / Pvc sole / Drawstring closure
Delivery in plastic bag by pair

VENICE BEACH - TOWEL

100% Coton Velvet 350gr /. 75cm x 150cm
 Yellow
 Light Blue
XTP017

COPA CABANA - TOWEL

100% Coton Velvet 350gr /. 100cm x 180cm
 Brazil
 Orange
XTP019

ISOTHERM FLEX BOTTLE

Isotherm bottle liquid tight / 0.5 l
Spring hook included / Bisphenal  free
XTU001

UMBRELLA SAND SCREW BASE

XTH011 ( Assorted colors )

BUBBLEGUM - TOWEL

100% Coton Velvet 350gr /. 100cm x 180cm
 Pink
 Blue
 Lime
XTP018

UV METER

Wristwatch to read your uv exposition when 
the uv level is tto high for kids the wristwatch 
become red.
XTU002


